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Increasing student participation in tutorials
Abstract
Students learn best when they are actively participating rather than just listening. Yet when I walk by
tutorials in progress, all too often it is the tutor who is speaking. Is it a lecture or a tutorial? If students join
in, it is often the same few students who do all the talking. The rest do their best to appear inconspicuous,
so they won't be called upon to speak. It can be quite a challenge to foster participation by all students in
tutorials. I've tried a variety of techniques, with more or less success. Some of the better ones are
described below. For the tutor, the hardest part of using techniques that foster participation is
relinquishing control and trusting students to keep on track without constant supervision. In the usual
procedure of having a discussion with the full group, the tutor can monitor every student. When the
students are working in small groups, this is impossible. I don't mark students according to how much
they participate on their own initiative, since this discriminates against certain personality types and
ethnic groups. Rather, I treat it as my responsibility to ensure participation, using techniques such as
those below. The tutorial participation mark then is based on attendance, which thus represents
participation. No single method is most appropriate for all groups, topics and purposes. I keep
experimenting to see what works. I always explain why I'm proposing to use a particular technique and
ask students to at least give it a fair go. Even if they decide they don't like it, at least they will have
experienced it.

This journal article is available in Overview - University of Wollongong Teaching & Learning Journal:
https://ro.uow.edu.au/overview/vol1/iss2/3

Brian Martin, senior lecturer in the Department of Science and Technology Studies, takes an unconventional view of
his role as tutor. He argues that it is his responsibility to ensure that students get the most out of their tutorial
sessions by participating fully. Here he describes a number of activities he uses in order to foster the kind of
contributions which he believes will lead to students developing a greater understanding of the issues and concepts
they study.
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tudents learn best when they are actively participating rather than
just listening. Yet when I walk by tutorials in progress, all too often
it is the tutor who is speaking. Is it a lecture or a tutorial? If
students join in, it is often the same few students who do all the talking.
The rest do their best to appear inconspicuous, so they won't be called
upon to speak. It can be quite a challenge to foster participation by all
students in tutorials. I've tried a variety of techniques, with more or less
success. Some of the better ones are described below.
For the tutor, the hardest part of using techniques that foster
participation is relinquishing control and trusting students to keep on
track without constant supervision. In the usual procedure of having a
discussion with the full group, the tutor can monitor every student. When
the students are working in small groups, this is impossible.
I don't mark students according to how much they participate on their
own initiative, since this discriminates against certain personality types
and ethnic groups. Rather, I treat it as my responsibility to ensure
participation, using techniques such as those below. The tutorial
participation mark then is based on attendance, which thus represents
participation.
No single method is most appropriate for all groups, topics and purposes. I
keep experimenting to see what works. I always explain why I'm
proposing to use a particular technique and ask students to at least give it
a fair go. Even if they decide they don't like it, at least they will have
experienced it.

S

Brainstorm
The basic idea here is to get as many ideas from a group of people as
possible in a short period, without criticisms or discussion. To begin,
decide on a question, such as "How can computers contribute to invasion
of privacy?" Make sure everyone understands the question. Write the
question on the board. Appoint a timekeeper and specify a time for the
brainstorm (typically 2,3 or 4 minutes). Appoint one or two scribes to
write answers on the board. There is one cardinal rule: no discussion
during the brainstorm. My main intervention is to ask people not to
comment aside from items for the brainstorm itself. I make two requests:
people should make their contributions as concise as possible (to make life
easier for the scribes) and to wait for the scribe to finish writing down one
contribution before yelling out another. After making sure that everyone
understands the cardinal rule and the two requests, I ask the timekeeper
to start when ready (sometimes people want to think about the topic for
awhile before starting). Then people yell out answers and the scribes
write them down. There will be bursts of action and periods of silence. If
time is up and responses are still coming, the time can be extended.
You may want to start with a practice brainstorm to loosen people up,
with a question such as "How many uses are there for a brick?"
The next stage of a brainstorm is to use the results. Clarification is an
essential next step. Simply go through each item on the board (I usually
have a student read them out), and if anyone has a question about what
the item means, they should ask. (Disagreements or comments are not
appropriate at this step). If the items are straightforward, this need take

only a second or two per item. If anyone queries an
item, the person who put it up (called it out) should
explain.

Straw vote
You can use this when getting the group to make a
choice between several alternatives, such as what
questions will be used in a questionnaire being
developed for use by the whole class. Often the
choices have been listed on the board during a
brainstorm. Each person has 1,2 or 3 (or more as
desired) votes. A regular vote is held, with totals
being indicated next to each alternative-but this
vote is non-binding. With the agreement of the group,
items with no or few votes can be deleted, and items
with large votes are retained. But agreement is
necessary. Anyone may argue strongly for or against
a particular item, and sometimes consensus can be
attained (simply ask if anyone disagrees with a
particular thing). After making changes that are
agreed to (such as amalgamating similar items,
deleting some, changing wording, etc.), another straw
vote can be held with the remaining items to further
narrow the field to the desired number of finalists.

Small groups
Breaking into groups of 3, 4 or 5 students is an
effective technique to maximise participation and to
encourage those who are reluctant to speak in front of
the whole group. First, the task needs to be explained
(written on the board, perhaps) and any questions
about it answered. Then I ask the students to number
off. Numbering off breaks the students up differently
from their usual friends. With 15 students, for
example, to get 3 groups ask them to number off by
3s (1,2,3,1,2,3, etc.); to get 4 groups they number off
by 4s; to get 5 groups they number offby 5s; etc. Then
I point out the table or portion of the room for each
group. Each group then works on the task, and
typically there is time to report back afterwards.

Speaking in pairs
Get the students into pairs by numbering off or by
asking them to pick someone they don't already
know. Nominate one person in each pair as A and one
as B. I carefully explain the procedure before
beginning. I pose a question from the readings, and
make sure that everyone understands the question.
"Then, when I say "start," all As speak for one minute
(simultaneously), answering the question. Bs listen
only. The most important point is that the Bs do not
speak during the turn for As. (During the exercise,
some individuals may have to be asked to observe
this rule in order to give their partner fair

treatment.) Then I shout "switch" to reverse the
process: the Bs speak for one minute while the As
listen. After the second minute, I shout that the
time's up, and each pair can discuss the topic for an
additional minute or so. Then on to the next question.
I usually use a total of 5 questions in a session. I
usually have Bs go first on alternate questions.
The first time this exercise is used with a class, a
warm-up round with the theme "Tell about yourself"
is a good icebreaker.
Tell students that if they run out of things to say,
they can just pause until they think of something.
Silence is okay. A minute is a long time to speak!
They should treat the question broadly, thinking of
related matters. One other suggestion for speakers:
keep the volume down so as not to disturb others too
much.
This exercise is excellent for allowing students to
speak for a minute without interruption-something
that few students have an opportunity to do in a full
tutorial discussion, unless they are quite articulate.

Discussion
Sometimes a balanced and informative discussion
results simply by asking for comments from anyone
that wants to offer them. In many cases, though, it is
hard to generate such a discussion: one or two people
dominate, some never speak, the focus wanders, etc.
There are several techniques worth trying.
• Go around the room, having each person
comment on the topic, assigned reading or whatever.
[promotes participation]
• Give each person one or two toothpicks. Each
time a person speaks, they relinquish one toothpick.
Those without remaining toothpicks cannot speak.
[promotes participation]
• A person can only introduce their own ideas
after they have summarised the point made by the
previous speaker, to the previous speaker's
satisfaction. [promotes listening]
• Have a student write key points from the
discussion on the board, as the discussion proceeds.
[focuses attention on content]
• Ask two or three students to be silent through
the discussion, and then give them an opportunity to
summarise the discussion at the end. [focuses
attention on content]
Debate
This could be on any relevant topic. For illustrative
purposes here, I use the concept of ownership. Divide
the class into 4 groups: one group of 2 or 3 (the
judges) and 3 equal larger groups. There are 3 sides
to the debate, namely:
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(a) corporate producers should own information;
(b) information should be free-no ownership
allowed;
(c) governments should own information.
Each group has 30 minutes to prepare its case and to
brief 3 speakers. The judges spend this time working
out their criteria for assessment. The debate then has
several stages:
(1) initial statement of case (90 seconds eachfirst speaker);
(2) refutation of contrary positions (90 seconds
each-second speaker);
(3) summation (60 seconds-third speaker).
The judges then pass one or more judgements (eg. on
the best argued case, the most persuasive case, etc.). I
do not act as a judge, but serve as a resource person
to all groups (and judges). 60 minutes

'Library' exercise
Here I give a question for small groups of 4: "How can
I find out about (for example) computers and health?"
The aim here is to elicit various techniques such as
looking up books and journal articles in the library,
talking to experts, reading the newspapers, writing to
knowledgeable people, using data bases, etc. Each
group has 10 minutes to come up with a list, and each
group writes its findings on the board. Afterwards I
ask for comments and also comment if necessary on
the strengths and weaknesses of methods proposed.
30 minutes
Exercises on a concept
(For illustrative purposes I'll use the concept of
ownership for the following exercises). Ask each
individual to write down how the concept of
ownership applies to computers in their lives. For
example, personal computers (they own them, or use
those belonging to others); library computers (the
university, and indirectly the government, owns
them); computers at BHP (BHP owns them). Ask for
volunteers to describe some of what they've written
down. 20 minutes
Break into groups of 4. Each group collects together
ideas and information on who owns computers, and
then classifies this into types of ownership (eg.
individual, corporate, government). Afterwards, each
group reports on its classification. 40 minutes
Quiz exercise
Break into four groups. Each group develops quiz
questions about the week's reading. Start with 3
questions each; when ready, each group in turn asks
one question; the others try to answer. A group is
'successful' if at least one other group can answer the
OVERVIEW
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question and one other group can't answer the
question (ie. hard but not too hard). Continue with
more preparation of more questions when the first set
is exhausted. 60 minutes

Interview practice
A set of interview questions is useful here.
For interview practice, I use two techniques of roleplaying. First is the hassle line. The students stand
in two lines, paired off. I explain the procedure
carefully before starting. The students in one line
role-playa person from the group being interviewed
(eg. dentists). The students in the second line roleplay themselves. The students in the second line are
seeking to obtain an interview by phone. When
everyone understands what's to happen, I say go.
Every pair at once begins the role-play. I yell stop
after 30 to 60 seconds, whenever seems appropriate.
Then I ask for comments on effective technique,
asking the first line students first. After comments, I
shift one line by one person (ie. send a person from
one end to the other end and everyone else moves
down one person). Then there is another role-play,
but with the roles reversed, so everyone has a chance
to role-play asking for an interview. If there are an
odd number of students, I pair up with the odd
person. Students should be invited to participate, but
offered the opportunity not to. I usually explain that
the technique ofrole-playing is used both by
corporate executives and social action groups. 30
minutes
The next role-play is of an actual interview. In this
role-play, two students role-play interviewers, and
two students role-play the person interviewed and
someone who happens to be in the same office. (Pick
someone confident and sensible to be the person
interviewed.) I send these four students outside the
classroom to prepare themselves, and then ask
different groups of the remaining students to look for
different things:
(a) the content of the interaction: information
transmitted;
(b) body language;
(c) the patterns of interaction (who talks to
whom).
Then the four students are brought in and the roleplay begins. Afterwards, the debriefing includes
various students commenting on the role-play, in this
order:
* the person interviewed, then the person in the
same office;
* the interviewers;
:\< the various observing groups.
If desired, a second such role-play can be run, with a

more difficult situation (eg. the interviewed person
privately briefed to be impatient or reluctant at first).
40 minutes

Faculty Librarians
Did you know that there are Librarians available
to provide specialised services to assist

---

academic staff within each Faculty?

Students respond best to techniques when they are
closely linked to the purpose of the class. If the
purpose is to discuss key issues in a reading, then a
brainstorm of key issues followed by an exercise for
small groups can work well, whereas a straw vote
may not make much sense. Similarly, interview
practice is appropriate if the students are expected to
do interviews, but otherwise a role-play of some other
situation would be more appropriate. Fitting the task
to the purpose sounds obvious, but it isn't always
easy to get right at first.
I've enjoyed trying out these techniques, and in most
cases the students seem to enjoy them too. When
they do, they seem to learn much more easily. I
would be pleased to hear from others about
experiences with these and other techniques for
increasing participation in tutorials.
Dr Brian Martin is a senior lecturer in the
Department of Science and Technology Studies at the
University ofWollongong
Editor's note: teaching staff who would like to
increase student involvement in their tutorials are
invited to approach the Centre for Staff Development
for suggestions and guidance.

Faculty Librarians can provide reader education
programmes, including CD Rom classes
especially tailored for your students as well as
general information and reference services.
Faculty Librarians are also available to perform
both CD Rom and online database searches on
you r behalf on a cost recovery basis.
For further information on these and other
Library services please contact the following
Faculty Librarians
Arts Catriona McGurkExt. 3332
Commerce 8usan Jones3334
Education Mary Tow 3979
Engineering Valerie Dutton 3332
Health & Behavioural Sciences Chris Faricy
3332
Informatics Lynne Wright 3332
Law John Bahrij 3184
Science (Including 8T8) Deirdre Jewell 3334

You keep up with developments in
your discipline ............ ..
But do you keep up with
developments in the TEACHING of
your discipline?
The Library subscribes to a number of journals
relating to the teaching of specific
subjects/disciplines.

<
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The following Term search conducted on the
library catalogue will reveal those journals held
in the Library on your particular subject:TE subject teaching periodicals
Example: TE accounting teaching periodicals
80me of the journal titles held in the Library
include:8372.7/57 Micromath
8 507/18 Journal of Research in 8cience
Teaching
8510.71/7 Journal for Research in
Mathematics Education
8540.706/1 Journal of Chemical Education
8 613.07/2 Journal of Health Education
8621.0705/1 International Journal of
Mechanical Engineering Education
8621.305/27 IEEE Transactions on Education
86571372 Journal of Accounting Education
8850.7/2 Italica: Bulletin of the American
Association of Teachers of Italian
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